We are staring down the central pie hole of the Deep State on steroids.

I agree, Polly. Let's get them all. Every single one.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NX_6Meo9QFY&feature=youtu.be

In case you didn't know, Soros funded research lab in Wuhan, China, where all this current mess got started. Wonder of wonders, right?

Gates has been conspiring to patent "novel" corona viruses and investing in vaccine manufacturing to immunize against the viruses he is creating.

A common death is too good for him.

Fauci and Birx are conveniently parading around representing "the CDC" as if the CDC were a respectable, trustworthy public agency.

It's not.

The CDC is a private vaccine manufacturer.

They are in the business of making vaccines for profit.

Oh, guess who stands to profit from a "war" on the Common Cold?

Like the "war" on poverty?

Like the "war" on drugs?

How about a war on criminals, instead?

How about we all get up on our hind legs and roar?
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